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The value of your investments can go down as well as up. Losses can exceed deposits on margin products.
Complex products, including CFDs and FX, come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. You
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afford to take the high risk of losing your money. 75% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading
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August 2022

Quarterly Outlook - The Runaway Train
Saxo’s Quarterly Outlook for Q3 2022: The Runaway Train is now available. The world is
changing from high economic visibility and low inflation to one of high volatility and high
inflation. Central banks are struggling to catch up and the only real way to kill inflation could
be forcing the world into recession.

Download your copy of Quarterly Outlook now and stay ahead of the curve in Q3.

Stock blocking for transferring positions
We will shortly introduce a new control mechanism that prevents the sale of positions,
which are requested to be transferred out to another provider. Positions that are “reserved”
during the transfer out process will now be blocked and can´t be sold, to ensure that the
position is available once the transfer process is finalized. In a similar way as known from
“reserved” positions due to an ongoing Corporate Action event, the positions will be marked
with a small “padlock” symbol to indicate that they are reserved.

It is important to note that any collateral value provided by the instrument to support
margin trading is lost immediately when the transfer is requested and the position is
blocked. It is therefore critical to ensure that, at the time of requesting a transfer, clients
have enough cash/collateral to support their margin positions - even if the transferring
positions do not exist.

Historical volatility chart and Net Greeks
Exposure
Saxo released the Historical Volatility Chart on June 27th. It is accessible via the Technical
Indicators menu. All trading platforms offer the Historical Volatility Chart.

On Monday, July 11th, Saxo released the Net Greeks Exposure in the Position module for
our most advanced clients on Listed Options. SaxoTraderGO and SaxoTraderPRO have this
feature, but SaxoInvestor does not.

More information on these two new features can be found here.

Saxo Bank market abuse monitoring and
reporting
Saxo Bank monitors and reports suspicious client behaviors under relevant regional market
abuse regulations. This is fundamental to the development of fair and transparent markets.

As an example, EU MAR REGULATION (EU) No 596/2014 mandates:

Examples of market abusive behavior include, but are not limited to Insider Trading, Wash
Trade, Quote Stuffing and Large Order Entry.

As a reminder, White Label partners are also obligated to comply with relevant local/global
regulations to monitor their end clients and to report any market abusive behavior to the
relevant authorities.

Saxo Bank will not service clients that misuse our trading platforms for any market abusive
behavior.

Changes in the booking flow for the proceeds
of cash products – impact on EOD files:
As communicated in the March 2022 Product Update under the heading of: “Shares,
bonds, mutual funds and structured products proceeds will stay in ‘Transactions Not
Booked’ until settlement”, we will soon be making a change to the booking flow of Shares,
Bonds, Mutual Funds and Structured Products, whereby the proceeds from the sale of
these products will remain in “Transaction Not Booked” until settlement (i.e. “Value Date”).

In connection to this, we would like to reiterate the impact that this change will have on our
EOD files, and urge you to prepare your EOD processing systems accordingly. The primary
impact is that sell trades will remain in the “OpenPositions” EOD file for the
respective products until value date, and will no longer appear in the
“ClosedPositions” EOD file on Trade Date. On value date the long and short positions
in the “OpenPositions” EOD file will net off and be moved to the “ClosedPositions”
file.

No other EOD files are affected.

A separate communication will be issued describing how your end-clients will experience
this change in the trading platforms.

We still expect the new features to be released in Q4 and will forward information on the
actual date closer to the release.

For an example of this change please read more here.

Termination of clients residing in Russia or
Belarus
Several market data vendors and providers, including ICE Data Service, The New York Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq, have introduced data sanctions for clients with residency in Russia
and Belarus. As a result, it is no longer possible to service clients residing in Russia and
Belarus. 
You must comply with market data sanctions by not onboarding any client residing in Russia
or Belarus, regardless of nationality, and terminating all current clients residing in Russia or
Belarus, regardless of nationality.

If you have not already done so, please confirm to Saxo by August 31st via
primeservice@markets.saxo whether you have clients (Russia or Belarus residents)
under your WL structure or not. Please note that you must also notify Saxo if you have
no clients residing in Russia or Belarus under your WL structure.

EOD file changes
On 12 November 2022 Saxo Bank will make changes to some of the EOD files.

Please be aware that changes to EOD files will take place on Saturday, 12 November 2022
after the files for Friday, 11 November 2022 are generated. Therefore, the first set of
reports including the changes will be sent on Tuesday, 15 November 2022 for trade date
Monday, 14 November 2022.

All subscribers of EOD files are strongly advised to check whether they use the files below
and update their reporting models, scripts or teams accordingly. Please note: data or
columns may have been added, moved or removed from files. You can find the overview of
the changes on the EOD File Changes Archive.

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any queries: EODqueries@saxobank.com
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